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Outstanding Senior Awards
Sarah Beth Devernoe

Biology
Chaoyan Yu

Biochemistry
Francine Tongson

Medical Technology
Dan Klein

Computer Science
Mary Rose Kazolias

Criminal Justice, Behavior & Law
Alix Kovac

Forensic Psychology
Kyleigh N. Chriss

Forensic Psychology, Clinical Concentration
Madison Hack

Forensic Science
Niva Maharjan

Mathematics
Taylor Humphrey

Psychology
Briana Theresa Spina

Psychology, Clinical & Counseling Concentration
Summyrrh N. Woodward

Social Work
Outstanding Graduate Student Awards
Trevor Bali

Master of Science in Computer Information Systems/Bachelor of Science in Computer Science (BS/MS Accelerated)
Antonia Peppe

Social Work
Katie Ann Parisi

Social Work
Alyssa VanBramer

Social Work
Jordyn Veihdeffer

American Institute of Chemists Award
Sarah Beth Devernoe

Marie Chirico Bello '48 Award
General Chemistry Award
Elizabeth Flores

Sally Fox Memorial Award in Microbiology
Madeline Yeung

Sister Theresa Wysolmerski, CSJ, Award for Excellence in Biology
Frank Houser

Donna L. Reittinger Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Psychological Research
Emily Stiles

The Honorable Loretta A. Preska Endowed Award
Anne Mancini

Michael D. Normandin
Innovative Computer Technology Award
Olivia Stebbins-Hopkins

Senior Class Scholar-Athlete Award
Academic Achievement
Class of 2021
Dan Klein

Computer Science
Mary Rose Kazolias

Criminal Justice Behavior & Law
Academic Achievement
Class of 2022
Rhiannon Bornt

Forensic Psychology
Raffaele Esposito

Psychology BS
Daniel Kelley

Computer Science
Layna K. Nervina

Forensic Psychology
Hannah Rainer

Forensic Psychology
Alex Risenhoover

Computer Science
Marielle Livia St. Aubin

Psychology BS
Aidan C. Sullivan

Psychology BS
Shane Shaji George

Psychology
Academic Achievement
Class of 2023
Quentin Kobi Bowman

Forensic Psychology
Sam Diaz

Social Work
Catherine E. Finnerty

Biology
Ryan Gainor
Biochemistry
Ally M. Houlgin Vargas

Psychology/Clinical Mental Health Counseling BS/MSED
Amiee Hurlbutf

Social Work
Cara Li Janowsky

Psychology/Clinical Mental Health Counseling BS/MSED
Nick Koenig

Psychology BS
Thomas H. Phelan

Criminal Justice Behavior & Law
Jahyra I. Speights

Criminal Justice Behavior & Law
Olivia Valent

Forensic Psychology
Academic Achievement
Class of 2024
Emily C. Kuschner

Forensic Psychology
Delta Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Forensic Science

Moderator: Dr. Sara Alvaro, Associate Professor of Chemistry

Victoria Bull
Madison Hack
Jordyn Veihdeffer
Psi Chi, International Honor Society in Psychology

Moderator: Dr. Ross Krawczyk, Associate Professor of Psychology

Hannah Curran
Shane George
Claire Murphy
Briana Spina
Theta Nu, Saint Rose Alpha Phi Sigma Criminal Justice Honor Society

Moderator: Dr. Ian MacDonald, Dean of the School of Mathematics and Sciences

Danielle McKenna Dixon
Mary R. Kazolias
Ashley Lynn Peter
Robert Jasper Douglas Retic
Emilee Claire Wagner